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1. IHE FM EAST.

The Allied High Gomaand soeas detemined to hold the British and
Ar-icric.an possessions in the Far East and the Dutch East Indies, and to send
the necessary roinforcciuents to

Apart from the British naval force in the Indian Ocean, v/hich
includes 3 battleshii^s and 3 aircraft carriers, British and American arny
and air force units have apparently also been transferred to the Far East;
reports on the presence of American naval forces in the Pacific are so far
unconfirmed.

all areas threatened by the Axis povrers.

The events enumerated below indicate
reinforce the Far Eastern theatre of v/ar;

the Allies' intention to

1) On 12.12., shortly after Japan's entry into the war, it was decided
to send out between 9 and 11 British divisions from England. The actual
embarkation of those troops is confirmed by radio traffic intercepted during
this period, and also by the cut in sugar, cheese and fat rations in England,
which came into force on 12.1., due to the conversion of supply vessels into
troopships.

2) The rc-£X)rted transfer of the New Zealand Division at the beginning
of January from Suez to the Far East is partly confirmed by the fact that
several British convoys were at that time sighted at Djibuti coming from the
direction of the Suez Canal and heading East.

3) Heports from various sources mention at least 2 Australian
One Australiandivisions embarking in Syria for the Dutch East Indies,

division is, reported to bo leaving Basra, but this report is unconfirmed.
The Australian Air Force detachments have already left the Middle East.

4) Prom a reliable source it is reported that English and native
troops from Abyssinia end Ecust Africa arc being moved to Egypt. This can
only be an emergency measure made necessony by the mass transfers out of
the Middle East. Native troops (King's Africa Eifles) have never before
operated in the Middle East.

5) General l/'avell was given the command of the
Malaya, the Philippines and the Dutch East Indies,
on Java.

armies in Burma,
and made his Headquarters

He relinquished his cominand in India, an action which would have
,  if not altogether paradoxical, if the British had decided

to give up Singapore and to confine themselves to defending the Burmese
frontier. It is also reported that Aimerican army units embarked for New
Zealand and Australia in January.

been unnecessary.

6) finally, the premature Japanese landing on Celebes presumably
represented the lii'st counter blov/ to the British reinforcements and may
therefore be regarded as a further confirmation of their existence.

To achieve a successful defensive strategy in the British and
American spheres in the Par East, the combined coiaiiands ‘vTill presumably
endeavour to maintain the existing ring round Japan, consisting of Asiatic
Russia, the Aleutians and the Pacific Islands, Australia, New Zealand, the
Dutch East Indies, Burma and China,
ships in the IndianOcean was probably the first move in this strategical
plan. Fighting against time and haiiipered by a shortage of ships, the
British and Aiacrican troop transports Td.ll try to forestall the Japanese
advance.

The arrival of the British battle-

Should, as is most probable, part of the reinforcements v/hich left
England in the middle of December be destined for the Far East, the first
transports may be expected to reach Rangoon, Singapore or Pozd Darwin on
approximately February 10th. The first units of the Nev/ Zealand Division
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can reach Rangoon or Singapore at the end of January, and Java or Port
Dawan at the beginning of February. These troops would therefore arrive
before the fall of Singapore, which the Japanese originally expected to
occui in the middle of March, but are now anticipating a month earlier,

n  hoping to arrive in time to hold Singapore, and if
not at least to hold Java and Australia and to consolidate the Burmese
1 rentier positions. They will not however, for some time be strong enough
to defend all f,.ur threatened areas simultaneously and effectively

whether they will try to hold Singapore, or, influenced
bj the Japanese successes in the Philippines, Borneo and Malaya, confine
themselves to safeguarding S-omatra, Java and Australia, and covering the
pastern frontier of India from their positions in Burma.

In the near future they v/ill nowhere be in a position to reconquer
any Japanese occupied territory^, but the gradual reinforcement of Burma
may be a preparation for an offensive against the
positions in Malaya.

Middle and Hear Bast

'I'he necessity of maintaining considerable British and American
land forces in the Far East and the vast amount of shipping space required,influences not only all large scale operations in the Middle and Rear East
but also those planned against the fortified coast of Europe, and North and
'iiest Africa.

It

rear of the Japanese

II.

This situation by no,  means forces the British to transfer the
centre of their land operations from the Middle East, where their forces
have been concentrated since the autumn of I94I as a threat to Germany and

English and American fleets are capable of supplying
and reinforcing the British Middle East forces without interrupting the flow
of transports to the Far East. ^ b

Due to^military developments in xlussia aiod North ^ifrica
Middle and Near past is no longer threatened.'' The /.Hies can therefore
afford to transfer several divisions to the Far East and leave only a small
force of garrison troops in Syria, Palestine, Iraq and Persia. The forces
remaining in the Middle East are sufficient to continue the attack against
Tripolitania or to protect Egypt, ®

III.

the

Europe, French North and West Africa.

Operations against the coasts of Europe, French North and West
and Spanish Morocco depend primarily on the availability of shipping
A large scale naval offensive against the defended Atlantic

coast of Europe is therefore unlikely, with the possible exception of Norway
where an attack would be in the interests of the British, and could be
carried out with smaller forces; operations against Italy or against
French North and Tfcst Africa o.re also improbable for the

Should' the British hov/ever

Africa,
space.

same reason.

.  succeed in advancing through
Tripolitanla to the Tunisis-n frontier, they rmay attempt to persuade the
population of I'rench North Africa to revolt against Vichy, and they would then be
in command of the whole of the South coast of the Mediterranean.

.... impossible that, given favourable political conditions,
the Allies v/ill atteaipt to establish themselves on the Iberian peninsula
to expand the bridgehead of Gibraltar

Small scale local landings, such as that carried out in Norway
may be ■ conducted by the Rcitish and Ar.terican forces against the

or

over Spanish and Moroccan territory.

recently
>
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coasts of Lurope including Italy; it is also possible that the Allies will
occupy the Portugese and Spanish islands in the Atlantic, since all these
operations only require small naval forces.

In the pastern Mediterranean, isolated actions against Crete and
Greece lie v/ithin the realm of possibility, especially in the event of the
offensive in Libya being discontinued.

IV. Summary.

As regards the v/ar situation as a whole, it is possible and even
likely that in addition to reinforcing their positions in the Par past, the
British and Americans will in 1942 continue to concentrate their efforts against
Germany and Italy. li.'t the same time they will carry out isolated attacks, as
far as the shix^ping situation permits, in preparation for the large scale
offensive which cannot possibly be launched before 1943-
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